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What if everyone was trying to kill the person you love most? It's a gaming competition with
millions of dollars as prizes. The objective: Reach character level thirty. The hitch: The avatars
have free will.Mithabel enters the action as an Elf Tank avatar, joining party MAD. In the first
two game days, the companions battle hundreds of relentless mooks, dozens of horrific mindaltering monsters, several respawning Bosses, and a couple crafty competing parties, for
starters. Thank the Goddess for the Priestess Dylan and her healing spells. Mithabel can't help
but have a crush. Or is she in love?Infrequent loot drops make upgrading equipment and spells
nearly impossible. Skills only advance with class level. When the system places a huge target
on Priestess Dylan, party MAD must expand their abilities in unconventional ways to protect
Mithabel's best friend against the horde.
In contrast to the author's previous book, Healing the Unimaginable: Treating Ritual Abuse and
Mind Control, which was for therapists, this book is designed for survivors of these abuses. It
takes the survivor systematically through understanding the abuses and how his or her
symptoms may be consequences of these abuses, and gives practical advice regarding how a
survivor can achieve stability and manage the life issues with which he or she may have
difficulty. The book also teaches the survivor how to work with his or her complex personality
system and with the traumatic memories, to heal the wounds created by the abuse. A unique
feature of this book is that it addresses the reader as if he or she is dissociative, and directs
some information and exercises towards the internal leaders of the personality system,
teaching them how to build a cooperative and healing inner community within which
information is shared, each part's needs are met, and traumatic memories can be worked
through successfully.
On May 25th, 2006 an IED exploded in Bagdad instantly killing Army Captain Doug DiCenzo.
His wife Nicole didn't ask “why?” after the notifying officers knocked on her door, she
immediately started asking God about Heaven.The next five years of her life became a quest
to discover the truth about Heaven and Christ's Millennial Kingdom. Her gracious God sent Her
messages in miraculous ways – both from the battlefield and from Heaven – in order to keep
her focus on His Word and His return. Slowly, Nicole began to understand the vision she had
created of Heaven was far from the truth.Revelations: A Survivor's Story of Faith, Hope, and
the Coming Kingdom is a true life account of a survivor's search for answers with a heavenly
twist: Doug is in Heaven and he is completely aware of Nicole's experiences on Earth. While
Nicole asks God if she should wait for Heaven or move on with her life, Doug is anticipating
their reunion by witnessing the preparations for the return of the King.Even though this world
took her husband, it cannot have her faith. Now she knows when Jesus returns, He will bat a
thousand – it is called the millennial reign of Christ.
A propulsive and chillingly prescient novel of suspense and terror from the Bram Stoker
award–winning author of The Cabin at the End of the World and A Head Full of Ghosts.
“Absolutely riveting.” — Stephen King In a matter of weeks, Massachusetts has been overrun
by an insidious rabies-like virus that is spread by saliva. But unlike rabies, the disease has a
terrifyingly short incubation period of an hour or less. Those infected quickly lose their minds
and are driven to bite and infect as many others as they can before they inevitably succumb.
Hospitals are inundated with the sick and dying, and hysteria has taken hold. To try to limit its
spread, the commonwealth is under quarantine and curfew. But society is breaking down and
the government's emergency protocols are faltering. Dr. Ramola "Rams" Sherman, a softspoken pediatrician in her mid-thirties, receives a frantic phone call from Natalie, a friend who
is eight months pregnant. Natalie's husband has been killed—viciously attacked by an infected
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neighbor—and in a failed attempt to save him, Natalie, too, was bitten. Natalie's only chance of
survival is to get to a hospital as quickly as possible to receive a rabies vaccine. The clock is
ticking for her and for her unborn child. Natalie’s fight for life becomes a desperate odyssey as
she and Rams make their way through a hostile landscape filled with dangers beyond their
worst nightmares—terrifying, strange, and sometimes deadly challenges that push them to the
brink. Paul Tremblay once again demonstrates his mastery in this chilling and all-too-plausible
novel that will leave readers racing through the pages . . . and shake them to their core.
The Survivor Manual is the real deal--based on techniques taught to the U.S. Armed Forces
and tested in actual survival situations over decades, the information in this book could help
you beat any weather condition, any circumstance, any odds. This fully illustrated guide will
show you how to: --find direction and orienteer --perform first aid --travel over every type of
terrain from glaciers to quicksand --identify edible plants --fish and trap --spot poisonous plants
and snakes --withstand a blizzard --build a raft --construct a shelter --live through an avalanche
--survive in groups --and much, much more CBS' "Survivor" is the most successful new
television show of the 21st century. Mark Burnett is the show's Executive Producer along with
creator Charlie Parsons.
A catastrophic, unexplainable plane crash leaves three hundred and thirty dead -- no survivors.
Among the victims are the wife and two daughters of Joe Carpenter, a Los Angeles Post crime
reporter. A year after the crash, still gripped by an almost paralyzing grief, Joe encounters a
woman named Rose, who claims to have survived the crash. She holds out the possibility of a
secret that will bring Joe peace of mind. But before he can ask any questions, she slips away.
Driven now by rage (have the authorities withheld information?) and a hope almost as
unbearable as his grief (if there is one survivor, are there others?), Joe sets out to find the
mysterious woman. His search immediately leads him into the path of a powerful and shadowy
organization hell-bent on stopping Rose before she can reveal what she knows about the
crash. Sole Survivor unfolds at a heart-stopping pace, as a desperate chase and a shattering
emotional odyssey lead Joe to a truth that will force him to reassess everything he thought he
knew about life and death -- a truth that, given the chance, will rock the world and redefine the
destiny of humanity. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
New York Times Bestseller Over 2.5 million copies sold For David Goggins, childhood was a
nightmare - poverty, prejudice, and physical abuse colored his days and haunted his nights.
But through self-discipline, mental toughness, and hard work, Goggins transformed himself
from a depressed, overweight young man with no future into a U.S. Armed Forces icon and
one of the world's top endurance athletes. The only man in history to complete elite training as
a Navy SEAL, Army Ranger, and Air Force Tactical Air Controller, he went on to set records in
numerous endurance events, inspiring Outside magazine to name him The Fittest (Real) Man
in America. In this curse-word-free edition of Can't Hurt Me, he shares his astonishing life story
and reveals that most of us tap into only 40% of our capabilities. Goggins calls this The 40%
Rule, and his story illuminates a path that anyone can follow to push past pain, demolish fear,
and reach their full potential.
Kathleen Sullivan¿s experiences as part of a criminal network that includes Intelligence
personnel, military personnel, doctors and mental health professionals contracted by the
military and the CIA, criminal cult leaders and members, pedophiles, pornographers, drug
dealers and Nazis. ¿I¿m not an exhibitionist,¿ writes Kathleen. ¿I value my privacy. And yet, I
believe my story needs to be told so that more people will understand how `Manchurian
Candidate¿ style mind-control techniques can create alter-states in the mind¿s unwitting
victims, causing them to perform deeds that are normally repugnant.¿

Joseph "Rick" Rickman, former boy wonder at the CIA, stole a massive amount of top
secret and hugely compromising intel concerning classified operations all over the
world, offering it (and himself) to the Pakistani secret forces. Only his plans went awry
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when CIA director Irene Kennedy sent Mitch Rapp to hunt him down. It turns out that
killing Rickman didn't solve anything--in fact, the nightmare is only intensifying.
Rickman stored the potentially devastating data (CIA assets, operatives, agents)
somewhere only he knew, and somehow, from beyond the grave, he still poses a
mortal threat to America. Now it's a deadly race as both the Pakistanis and the
Americans search for Rickman's accomplices and the information they are slowly
leaking to the world. Will Rapp outrun and outthink his enemies, or will the Pakistanis
find it first and hold America hostage to their dream of becoming the world's new
nuclear superpower?
Which is the safest seat on an airplane? Where is the best place to have a heart
attack? Why does religious observance add years to your life? How can birthdays be
hazardous to your health? Each second of the day, someone in America faces a crisis,
whether it's a car accident, violent crime, serious illness, or financial trouble. Given the
inevitability of adversity, we all wonder: Who beats the odds and who surrenders? Why
do some people bound back and others give up? How can I become the kind of person
who survives and thrives? The fascinating, hopeful answers to these questions are
found in The Survivors Club. In the tradition of Freakonomics and The Tipping Point,
this book reveals the hidden side of survival by combining astonishing true stories,
gripping scientific research, and the author's adventures inside the U.S. military's elite
survival schools and the government's airplane crash evacuation course. With The
Survivors Club, you can also discover your own Survivor IQ through a powerful Internetbased test called the Survivor Profiler. Developed exclusively for this book, the test
analyzes your personality and generates a customized report on your top survivor
strengths. There is no escaping life's inevitable struggles. But The Survivors Club can
give you an edge when adversity strikes.
Survivor is a dangerously exciting thriller from bestselling author Tom Hoyle, author of
Thirteen and Spiders. One mysterious death on the Ultimate Bushcraft adventure
holiday is tragic, but a second, then a third is suspicious . . . But who can you trust
when everyone around you is a suspect? As numbers dwindle, the chances of survival
plummet. Staying alive has never seemed so guilty. Nobody is safe . . . Perfect for fans
of Michael Grant
Sullivan, who says she was a victim of mind control since childhood, presents a
shocking account of her experiences as an assassin, prostitute, and human guinea pig
for satanic rituals and experiments.
Trust Me: Through the Eyes of a Survivor focuses on the truth behind various types of
mental illness, from the perspective of survivor. From an insider's perspective, author
tells an insightful and powerful story that rings with pain, hope and courage.
First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
In 1990, after a sudden cardiac event, Joyce Mikal-Flynn was dead for twenty-two
minutes. While CPR and determined doctors returned her to life, she came to find that
this new life wasn’t her life at all. Faced with depression, personal and professional
setbacks, she ultimately recognized that this was not an end point—but a beginning.
Over time, she understood that taking control begins with the essential choice to move
forward. Her struggles fueled her. You got this, she told herself with every obstacle,
failure, and misstep. Trauma and crisis are inescapable aspects of life. Framed, at
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times, as something to get over, trauma never fully leaves those who experience it. For
over two decades, Dr. Mikal-Flynn has worked with and studied issues faced by
survivors. She understands and recognizes their desire to move forward, identifying
specific mindsets and behaviors that encourage progress. Making the choice to move
forward, fierce determination, and well-researched actions are key for survival and
growth. Interlacing stories with research on genetics, posttraumatic growth, and the
neuroscience of resilience and happiness, this book outlines how survivors of trauma
structure a positive and productive response. An ingenious strengths-based
rehabilitation system—metahabilitation—engages them by uncovering and developing
their resilience, grit, and capacity for growth after trauma. This book shows you how
survivors are built and presents a unique system guiding them forward.
Survivor Guilt is real. It is a condition related to PTSD in which the survivor of a tragic
event places blame on themselves for those who did not survive. This guide is intended
to help both the sufferer and those who support them.
Why it so difficult to change your lifestyle habits, even when you know your life is at
risk? Bernadette Bohan acknowledges that it’s not easy to change your life, especially
if you are also dealing with a health crisis that is in itself life-changing. The Survivor’s
Mindset provides a series of easy-to-understand strategies to help overcome the
hesitancies, fears and prejudices that are so often a barrier to making personal change.
Using case studies, Bernadette shows how different therapies and approaches can be
used to develop personal strengths and overcome doubts, helping you to make the
changes you need to make. These real stories from real people vividly illustrate how
lifestyles can be restructured both physically and mentally to help you recover from, and
indeed prevent, illness.
For more information about my books see www.KerthBarker.com I WANT TO MAKE IT
CLEAR THAT I AM NOT A THERAPIST AND THAT I AM NOT GIVING ADVICE ON
THERAPY IN THIS BOOK. This book is informational, and the information in it may be
useful to therapists and to those persons recovering from Monarch Mind Control. But
you the reader are solely responsible for what you do with this information. In 2014, I
wrote and published a book called Mental Liberation in the Age of Thought Control. In it
I described techniques used by Therapists to deprogram and heal MK Ultra and Satanic
Ritual Abuse. Monarch Mind Control is the name of a system of mind control that
evolved out of Satanic Ritual Abuse and the MK Ultra research program. As a result of
my Mental Liberation book's publication, some therapists and survivors of Monarch
Mind Control then contacted me and gave me feedback. Some had found my books
useful. And some therapists explained to me their own techniques for helping the
victims of Monarch Mind Control. Because of the hostile and covert nature of those
organizations which practice Monarch Mind Control, the therapists who help recovering
persons need to remain anonymous. So I was asked to take their feedback and publish
it in one of my books so that they could remain anonymous. This book here on
Overcoming Monarch Mind Control may not give you enough information in itself to
conduct therapy. But it will give you unique information which you cannot find anywhere
else. And if you are interested in how to recover from Monarch Mind Control or how to
help others to recover, this book contains useful information. From it you can get a
clearer idea of how Monarch Mind Control works and how a therapy system can be
developed to help the victims of Monarch Mind Control. This book also briefly tells the
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story of some persons who have recovered from Monarch Mind Control. I have priced
this book so that, if you include my expense in advertising, I don't really make any
money from this book. I am publishing it because this information really needs to be put
out into the public awareness at this time. Monarch Mind Control has been used on
countless thousands of victims, most of who do not even know that they have been the
victims of this mind control system. However, some persons have figured out that they
have been victimized by this mind control technique, and such persons sometimes seek
help from therapists. Many legitimate therapists are struggling to understand how they
can help to treat such persons. Because the government and the mass media presently
suppress all public knowledge of this phenomena, treating Monarch Mind Control is not
taught to psychologists in Universities. So this book is designed to try to fill in the
information gap. If you combine the information in this book with a knowledge of
publicly known techniques for therapy, then an effective system of therapy for Monarch
Mind Control will emerge. Also a victim of Monarch Mind Control may be able to read
this book and get some idea of how to find a helpful therapist. Some persons who have
a political interest in the nature of Monarch Mind Control may also find this book of
interest. As Monarch Mind Control is so widespread, and because it has influenced the
political events of our time in such a profound way, this book is a book that anyone
should find of interest. I have limited resources to promote this book. So if you do
purchase this book and find it useful, please do what you can to tell others about it.
Thank You.
An expert on traumatic stress outlines an approach to healing, explaining how traumatic
stress affects brain processes and how to use innovative treatments to reactivate the
mind's abilities to trust, engage others, and experience pleasure-Working with Survivor Siblings in Psychoanalysis: Ability and Disability in Clinical
Process explores a previously neglected area in the field of psychoanalysis, addressing
undertheorized concepts on siblings, disabilities and psychic survivorship, and
broadening our conceptualization of the enduring effects of lateral relations on human
development. What happens to a person’s sense of self both personally and
professionally when they grow up alongside a severely disabled sibling? Through a
series of qualitative interviews held between the author and a sample of
psychoanalysts, this book examines both the unconscious experience and the
interpersonal field of survivor siblings. Through a trauma-informed contemporary
psychoanalytic lens, Dobrich combines data analysis, theory-building, memoir, and
clinical storytelling to explore and explicate the impact of lateral survivorship on the
clinical moment, making room for a contemporary and nuanced appreciation of siblings
in psychoanalysis. Working with Survivor Siblings in Psychoanalysis: Ability and
Disability in Clinical Process, will be of immense interest and value to psychoanalysts
and other mental health professionals, and for all therapists who work with and treat
patients that are themselves survivor siblings. Uniquely integrating both academic and
memoir writing, this book will also engage those building theory around the implications
of the analyst’s subjectivity on clinical processes.
Discover how human beings react to danger—and what makes the difference between
life and death “Fascinating and useful . . . [shows that] the most important variable in
an emergency is your own behavior.”—The New York Times Today, nine out of ten
Americans live in places at significant risk of earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes,
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terrorism, or other disasters. Tomorrow, some of us will have to make split-second
choices to save ourselves and our families. How will we react? What will it feel like? Will
we be heroes or victims? In her quest to answer these questions, award-winning
journalist Amanda Ripley traces human responses to some of recent history’s epic
disasters, from the explosion of the Mont Blanc munitions ship in 1917–one of the
biggest explosions before the invention of the atomic bomb–to the journeys of the
15,000 people who found their way out of the World Trade Center on September 11,
2001. To understand the science behind the stories, Ripley turns to leading brain
scientists, trauma psychologists, and other disaster experts. She even has her own
brain examined by military researchers and experiences, through realistic simulations,
what it might be like to survive a plane crash into the ocean or to escape a raging fire.
Ripley comes back with precious wisdom about the surprising humanity of crowds, the
elegance of the brain’s fear circuits, and the stunning inadequacy of many of our
evolutionary responses. Most unexpectedly, she discovers the brain’s ability to do
much, much better–with just a little help.
'I will go wherever she takes me. A phenomenal book' DAISY JOHNSON 'A brilliant,
scalding novel ... sharp, intricately layered, impossible to forget' MEGAN HUNTER
'Stunning ... beautifully written and deeply unsettling' BOOKSELLER, EDITOR'S
CHOICE CHOSEN AS A 2021 BOOK TO LOOK OUT FOR BY OBSERVER,
INDEPENDENT, FINANCIAL TIMES, EVENING STANDARD, GRAZIA, STYLIST,
ELLE THE NATIONAL, FIVE BOOKS AND BURO A couple drive from London to
coastal Provence. Anya is preoccupied with what she feels is a relationship on the
verge; unequal, precarious. Luke, reserved, stoic, gives away nothing. As the sun sets
one evening, he proposes, and they return to London engaged. But planning a wedding
does little to settle Anya's unease. As a child, she escaped from Sarajevo, and the idea
of security is as alien now as it was then. When social convention forces Anya to return,
she begins to change. The past she sought to contain for as long as she can remember
resurfaces, and the hot summer builds to a startling climax. Lean, sly and unsettling,
Asylum Road is about the many borders governing our lives: between men and women,
assimilation and otherness, nations, families, order and chaos. What happens, and who
do we become, when they break down?
If disaster strikes and public services are limited, you want to know that your family will
be taken care of. Learn how to inventory and rotate your food supply, pack an
evacuation kit, maintain communication with loved ones, and much more. You’ll soon
gain the ingenuity and resourcefulness to get your family through even the most
unfortunate circumstances.
The Callery pear tree standing at the base of the World Trade Center is almost
destroyed on September 11, but it is pulled from the rubble, coaxed back to life, and
replanted as part of the 9/11 memorial.
This searing memoir of the author’s concentration camp experience “is the autobiography of
an extraordinarily acute conscience” (Newsweek). “Whoever has succumbed to torture can no
longer feel at home in the world.” At the Mind’s Limits is the story of one man’s incredible
struggle to understand the reality of horror. In five autobiographical essays, Amery describes
his survival—mental, moral, and physical—through the enormity of the Holocaust. Above all, this
masterful record of introspection tells of a young Viennese intellectual’s fervent vision of
human nature and the betrayal of that vision. “These are pages that one reads with almost
physical pain . . . all the way to its stoic conclusion.” —Primo Levi “The testimony of a
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profoundly serious man. . . . In its every turn and crease, it bears the marks of the true.” —Irving
Howe, The New Republic
A collection of poetry from the heart of a survivor of abuse. Other survivors will connect with
the poetry in this book. Friends and family of survivors may get a glimpse into the mind of their
loved ones and the hidden pain all survivors share.
A compelling vision of a disorietating and barbaric future from Doris Lessing, winner of the
Nobel Prize for Literature.
Drawing on current research in anthropology, cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and the
humanities, Understanding the Human Mind explores how and why we, as humans, find it so
easy to believe we are right—even when we are outright wrong. Humans live out their own lives
effectively trapped in their own mind and, despite being exceptional survivors and a highly
social species, our inner mental world is often misaligned with reality. In order to understand
why, John Edward Terrell and Gabriel Stowe Terrell suggest current dual-process models of
the mind overlook our mind’s most decisive and unpredictable mode: creativity. Using a threedimensional model of the mind, the authors examine the human struggle to stay in touch with
reality—how we succeed, how we fail, and how winning this struggle is key to our survival in an
age of mounting social problems of our own making. Using news stories of logic-defying
behavior, analogies to famous fictitious characters, and analysis of evolutionary and cognitive
psychology theory, this fascinating account of how the mind works is a must-read for all
interested in anthropology and cognitive psychology.
The classic guide to what makes people survivors, now in a revised and updated new edition.
Who survives? Who thrives? As a psychologist who spent more than forty years studying the
phenomenon of survival, Al Siebert gained valuable insight into the qualities and habits that
help human beings overcome difficult situations-from everyday conflicts to major life stresses.
In this revised and updated edition, he delineates the "survivor personality" and examines the
latest research to show how survival skills can be learned, leading to better coping, increased
success in work and relationships, and a vastly brighter outlook on the future.
James Leininger was just two years old when he began having disturbing nightmares that
would not stop. He screamed out in the night: 'Plane on fire! Little man can't get out!' While
nightmares are common among children, what happened next shocked those around him...
James began to reveal details of planes and war tragedies that no two-year-old boy could
know. His desperate parents were at a loss to help him until he said three things: 'Corsair',
'Natoma' and 'Jack Larsen'. From these tantalising clues, James's parents travelled thousands
of miles and spent many long years piecing together these facts to try and find an answer that
could end his torment. Finally, despite his mother's fears and his father's staunch Christian
beliefs, they found only one possibility to the endless coincidences that surrounded every detail
in James's life – that their son was reliving the past life of a World War II fighter pilot. Their
touching story is one that will challenge sceptics and confirm the beliefs of those who already
believe in life after death.
An invaluable reference for anyone experiencing the loss of a spouse or partner. By following
this detailed financial roadmap, you will save time; more effectively manage the mountain of
paperwork that follows death and safeguard your financial future by making better and smarter
decisions about the estate.The third edition includes new estate management, IRA distribution
options and legacy planning chapters.
After an upheaval, you must face what seems impossible: continuing your life. Artie Van Why
found himself in that situation after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, and he recalls his
experiences as a survivor and witness of that day in this memoir. Van Why also looks back at
what brought him to New York, including his struggle with his sexuality and spirituality. He
shares these personal details because as you read about him standing in front of the burning
towers, it’s important to understand the person he was on that day, what he’d been through,
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what he’d endured, and what he’d overcome. Finally, in what were originally Huffington Post
blogs, Van Why shares what his life has been like since 9/11, including how he’s coped with
post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, anxiety, and all the other manifestations of grief,
mourning, and sadness that can be applied to any life-altering experience.
Named one of the Most Anticipated of Books of 2021 by the Los Angeles Times, Literary Hub,
and The Millions A searing and brave memoir that offers a new understanding of suicide as a
distinct mental illness. As the sun lowered in the sky one Friday afternoon in April 2006,
acclaimed author Donald Antrim found himself on the roof of his Brooklyn apartment building,
afraid for his life. In this moving memoir, Antrim vividly recounts what led him to the roof and
what happened after he came back down: two hospitalizations, weeks of fruitless clinical trials,
the terror of submitting to ECT—and the saving call from David Foster Wallace that convinced
him to try it—as well as years of fitful recovery and setback. One Friday in April reframes
suicide—whether in thought or action—as an illness in its own right, a unique consequence of
trauma and personal isolation, rather than the choice of a depressed person. A necessary
companion to William Styron’s classic Darkness Visible, this profound, insightful work sheds
light on the tragedy and mystery of suicide, offering solace that may save lives.
This practical and inspirational guide to healing from the award-winning, New York Times
bestselling author of The Choice shows us how to stop destructive patterns and imprisoning
thoughts to find freedom and enjoy life. Edith Eger’s powerful first book The Choice told the
story of her survival in the concentration camps, her escape, healing, and journey to freedom.
Oprah Winfrey says, “I will be forever changed by Dr. Eger’s story.” Thousands of people
around the world have written to Eger to tell her how The Choice moved them and inspired
them to confront their own past and try to heal their pain; and to ask her to write another, more
“how-to” book. Now, in The Gift, Eger expands on her message of healing and provides a
hands-on guide that gently encourages us to change the thoughts and behaviors that may be
keeping us imprisoned in the past. Eger explains that the worst prison she experienced is not
the prison that Nazis put her in but the one she created for herself, the prison within her own
mind. She describes the twelve most pervasive imprisoning beliefs she has known—including
fear, grief, anger, secrets, stress, guilt, shame, and avoidance—and the tools she has
discovered to deal with these universal challenges. Accompanied by stories from Eger’s own
life and the lives of her patients each chapter includes thought-provoking questions and
takeaways, such as: -Would you like to be married to you? -Are you evolving or revolving?
-You can’t heal what you can’t feel. Filled with empathy, insight, and humor, The Gift captures
the vulnerability and common challenges we all face and provides encouragement and advice
for breaking out of our personal prisons to find healing and enjoy life.
A New York Times Bestseller “I’ll be forever changed by Dr. Eger’s story…The Choice is a
reminder of what courage looks like in the worst of times and that we all have the ability to pay
attention to what we’ve lost, or to pay attention to what we still have.”—Oprah “Dr. Eger’s life
reveals our capacity to transcend even the greatest of horrors and to use that suffering for the
benefit of others. She has found true freedom and forgiveness and shows us how we can as
well.” —Desmond Tutu, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate “Dr. Edith Eva Eger is my kind of hero.
She survived unspeakable horrors and brutality; but rather than let her painful past destroy her,
she chose to transform it into a powerful gift—one she uses to help others heal.” —Jeannette
Walls, New York Times bestselling author of The Glass Castle Winner of the National Jewish
Book Award and Christopher Award At the age of sixteen, Edith Eger was sent to Auschwitz.
Hours after her parents were killed, Nazi officer Dr. Josef Mengele, forced Edie to dance for his
amusement and her survival. Edie was pulled from a pile of corpses when the American troops
liberated the camps in 1945. Edie spent decades struggling with flashbacks and survivor’s
guilt, determined to stay silent and hide from the past. Thirty-five years after the war ended,
she returned to Auschwitz and was finally able to fully heal and forgive the one person she’d
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been unable to forgive—herself. Edie weaves her remarkable personal journey with the moving
stories of those she has helped heal. She explores how we can be imprisoned in our own
minds and shows us how to find the key to freedom. The Choice is a life-changing book that
will provide hope and comfort to generations of readers.
***Shortlisted for the Great Outdoors Book of the Year*** Surviving in the wild takes a great
deal of strength. Often faced with frozen tundra, sweltering deserts, humid jungles, perilous
mountains and fast-flowing rivers, Megan Hine is no stranger to perilous conditions. Whilst
leading expeditions and bushcraft survival courses and in her work on television shows such
as Bear Gryll's Mission Survive and Running Wild, she has explored the corners of the globe in
pursuit of adventure. Faced with the toughest of conditions: bad weather; lack of food and
being in the presence of predators, is the ultimate test of character and often the biggest
challenge to overcome is in the head. In these situations, the human brain is simultaneously
the greatest asset and biggest liability. Not everyone is suited to the great outdoors and when
danger calls many aren't as well-equipped to survive, no amount of top of the range kit will
save you if you don't have the right frame of mind. Here Megan Hine examines the human
ability and instinct for survival, showing us how others have developed the attitudes and
attributes to thrive in the most dangerous situations, and how those same attitudes and
attributes help them confront problems and obstacles at work and at home. Being chased
through the jungle by armed opium farm guards, abseiling past bears and lighting fires with
tampons, Megan has seen and done it all. In Mind of a Survivor she takes you along for a
series of life-and-death adventures and shows you what happens to people when they are
pushed to their limits. Inspirational rather than instructional, Megan examines the human ability
and instinct for survival sharing the life tools that she uses and showing how they can as easily
be applied to more domestic everyday life - from careers to relationships, from overcoming
adversity to decision making. Filled with her own experiences, Mind of a Survivor is packed full
of adventure and can help people survive in any situation and cope with whatever life throws at
them.
Caleb has become separated from his group of scouts and has no idea where he is or where
they have gone. He is alone and scared, and now he must use everything he's been taught to
survive. Follow Caleb as he struggles to persevere through hardship in the wild, while those
that love him most go to extreme ends to try to find him...before it's too late.
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